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Abstract: The purposes of this study were to examine accuracy and validity of walking distance and 
the speed by using Laser Doppler Device (Laveg).
[Method] This study consisted of two experiments; 1) Accuracy of measurement on distance.: The 
correlation between distance obtained in Laveg and actual known distance was examined. The 
measurement error (% diﬀ erence) of distance values was used for the analysis. 2) Validity on speed 
during normal walking measured on nine normal adult females (41.5±12.6 yr 159.3±5.7 cm 57.5±14.7 kg). 
Walking was movements were captured using three dimension operation analysis by the optical motion 
capture system (Vicon Motion Sysyem 612, Vicon Motion Sysyem) together with Laveg. Subjects walked 
at four diﬀ erent constant velocity on the walkway. The correlation coeﬃ  cient with the speed curve of the 
body center of gravity that had been obtained from the speed curve and Vicon obtained from Laveg was 
compared.
[Results] 1) Distance measured by Laveg was not signifi cantly diﬀ erent compared with actual value 
(r=0.99 p<0.001), and % diﬀ erences between those were within 0.03%. 2) The correlation of the speed 
curve of Laveg smoothed by 3 Hz in testee of the whole and the speed curve of Vicon usually walked 
(r=0.51 p<0.001), walked slowly (r=0.70 p<0.001), and a signifi cant correlation was shown in a diﬀ erent 
respectively of fast walking (r=0.48 p<0.001) and one’s fastest walking velocity (r=0.67 p<0.001) walking.
[Discussion] About the distance value, in the value of Laveg and measurements measured in majority, 
a high correlation was seen in each measurement distance and because (r=0.99 p<0.001) and the 
measurement defl ection were 0.03%, the accuracy of the distance measured with Laveg was suggested. 
The time of Laveg at the speed at the moment in the walking one cycle signifi cant correlation was 
shown in the the diﬀ erence and constant walking speed respectively when the speed curve that 
smoothed the distant relationship by 3 Hz was compared with the speed curve of Vicon, and the 
validity of the speed curve was suggested.
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り，6～ 19歳では 50 m走，20～ 64歳は急歩（男子
























































































































（%diﬀ erence：以下%diﬀ .）を求めた。%diﬀ .の算出式
は以下の通りである。











人数 年齢（歳） 身長（cm） 体重（kg）


















































































図 7 通常歩行における Lavegから得た速度曲線の生データ及び各遮断周波数にて平滑化した速度曲線











る 100 mでは，0.5 Hz～ 1 Hzの遮断周波数が好まし















図 9　同一通常歩行で Laveg（1, 3, 10 Hz）と Viconから求めた速度曲線の比較（n=55）
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